Lessons For Us All: “What Intergenerational Curriculum Can Teach About Education for Wellbeing”

Presenter: Dr. Rachel Heydon (Western University, Faculty of Education)
Date: Tuesday, April 15, 2014
Time: 7:00 pm
Location: Faculty of Education (1137 Western Road), Room 1139

- Ample free parking will be available -

RSVPs not required but appreciated: http://www.edu.uwo.ca/research/etstalkeduc.html

Intergenerational curriculum brings people of skipped generations together for meaningful learning and relationship-building. For over a decade, Dr. Rachel Heydon has been helping to design, implement, and identify the effects of intergenerational learning curriculum, particularly as it applies to people’s wellbeing as shown through their opportunities for expanding communication and defining their identities. Key curriculum in Dr. Heydon’s program of research have involved multimodal literacy which uses the visual arts, reading and writing, and singing through analog and digital technologies. This presentation will assist those who work with the young, through to those of elder status to design intergenerational curriculum.